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The AliDeck System is a family of 
configurable aluminium metal decking 
products, including decking boards, 
joists, pedestals and accessories. With 
all elements of the AliDeck System being 
inter-compatible, total flexibility is 
provided to cope with any balcony, terrace 
or walkway decking situation.

AliDeck is committed to providing total 
peace-of-mind to our customers when 
committing to use our range of aluminium 
metal decking products in their projects.

Accordingly, we are delighted to publish 
and share the results of our extensive 
product testing on fire safety, deflection, 
slip resistance, and wear resistance.

Additionally, we have developed a full 
suite of detailed technical datasheets to 
assist you when specifying the AliDeck 
System.

We are also proud to offer an up to 30-
year manufacturer product warranty for 
all of our AliDeck System components.

All of our test result certificates are 
available to view at 
www.alideck.co.uk/downloads along with 
datasheets for our full range of products.

Introduction
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AliDeck Fire Test Results
AliDeck has submitted all aluminium 
decking boards to extensive fire testing in 
order to understand the reaction to fire of 
the products. 

Independently tested to EN 13823, EN 
13501 and EN ISO 1716, the AliDeck System
achieves Fire Ratings of A2-s1, d0 and 
A2fl-s1, satisfying all fire-safety legislation
and ensuring compliance for new build 
and renewal projects. 

The Euroclass ratings have several 
elements which each indicate a 
performance rating. The first element is 
regards combustibility and is rated from A 
to F, with A representing non-combustible 
materials. 

The second element relates to smoke 
emission level and is rated 1 to 3, with 
1 indicating smoke emission as weak 
or absent. The third element relates 
to production of flaming droplets and 
is rated 0 to 2, with 0 indicating no 
droplets produced. Finally, the inclusion 
of “fl” indicates that the products have 
been specifically tested for flooring 
applications.

We have also submitted our paint/
powder-coating to combustibility testing, 
with gloss, matte, and satin finishes tested 
to prove the non-combustibility of the 
powder coat range, achieving A2-s1, d0.
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AliDeck Slip Test Results
AliDeck recognises that safety extends 
beyond simply achieving compliance 
with fire legislation and that all aspects 
of safe use of our products must be 
demonstrated. AliDeck has submitted 
all aluminium decking boards to 
extensive slip testing to understand 
the performance of the board surface 
underfoot.

Independently tested to BS7976 Part 2, 
the AliDeck System was subjected to 
Calibrated Certificated Portable Pendulum 
Instrument tests in three different 
directions in wet and dry conditions. 

All AliDeck boards exceeded 36 PTV 
so were found to pose a “Low Risk” for 
slips in all conditions, the highest rating 
achievable. 

Micro-roughness testing was also 
completed. The surface of AliDeck boards 
were found to exceed the required 
micro-roughness (Rz Value) of 20 µm so 
were rated as “Low Slip Potential”.

Further explanation of these tests can 
be found at www.alideck.co.uk/slip-
resistance-tests.
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AliDeck Wear Test Results
AliDeck is passionate about producing 
products that are not only safe but are 
able to sustain decades of reliable use. As 
such, AliDeck has submitted all aluminium 
decking boards to extensive wear testing 
to determine the durability and longevity 
of the products.

Independently tested to SATRA 
TM391:2016, the AliDeck System was 
subjected to Biomechanical Abrasion Of 
Flooring Materials testing. 

With 100,000 footfalls simulated by a 
Standard Shoe machine apparatus and 
with observations made at every 25,000 

footfalls, no wear of the AliDeck board 
surface was recorded at all and only “Very 
Slight” sole marking was observed after 
100,000 footfalls. For reference, 100,000 
footfalls is the equivalent of a person 
taking 10 steps on their balcony every day 
for 27 years. 

Additionally, AliDeck boards were 
submitted to the “Chair Leg” Wear Test, 
recording no effect other than “Very 
Slight” transfer of brass with 70KG and 
100KG mass applied.
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AliDeck Deflection Test Results
AliDeck take structural integrity of our 
products very seriously as it underpins 
all aspects of safety and durability. As 
such, AliDeck has submitted all aluminium 
decking boards to load testing to 
determine the deflection performance of 
the products.

Independently tested in-line with the 
criterion set out in BS8579:2020 (decking 
boards) and BS8118 “Structural Use of 
Aluminium”; BS6399 “Design Loads for 
Bulidings”; BS EN 1991-1-1 2002: “Actions 
on Structures” (decking joists).

BS8579:2020 requires that “the pedestrian 
surface” (ie; the decking boards) deflect 
no more than 5mm under a static point 

load of 2.0kN. For the support joists, 
the Standards state 1.4kN as a minimum 
acceptable point load which we have 
applied alongside a criteria of L/360 
to define the maximum permissible 
deflection. The results of these tests 
determine the maximum allowable span 
of the products. For reference, an average-
sized person weighs around 62KG and 
exerts 0.62kN point load.
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Maximum Allowable Spans:

ALIDECK DECKING BOARDS

Senior Board:  1000mm
Junior Board:  600mm
Lite Board:  400mm
XL Board:  2000mm

ALIDECK JOISTS

Supa Joist:  3000mm
Low Joist:  1200mm
Low Joist On Side:  1500mm
Lite Joist:  800mm
Micro Joist:  300mm
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Aluminium Decking

Unit 27
Rochester Airport Trading Estate
Laker Road, Rochester
Kent ME1 3QX

Tel: 01622 235 672
Email: info@alideck.co.uk
www.alideck.co.uk


